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"My son, Daniel, attended Andrew Green's workshop in third grade at Russell Street School. The next
day, he wrote 9 poems. He has been carrying about a Journal to write them when the thought strikes
him. Given the fact that my son had struggled to learn to read and had been a reluctant writer, we
couldn't be more delighted!"
Holly Ballard, Speech Therapist. Middle and High School, Littleton, MA
Andrew Green will teach your child ...
• to respond to school writing assignments
with confidence, purpose, and power.

• to learn to actually enjoy writing and
the writing process.

• to write a clear sentence, paragraph,
letter, essay.

• to write with clarity, detail, and a
personal voice.

• to organize thoughts and ideas into
coherent writing.

• to read a passage and distill the main
points into a piece of writing.

Let him share his passion for writing with your young writer.
My focus is on the student - to open up the world of writing, to make it accessible, possible, and
most of all, enjoyable. My goal is to give students the tools they will need to become confident and
self-sufficient writers this year and into the future.
• Ages 8 and up

• Extra help with schoolwork

• Remedial or Enrichment

• Small groups or individual instruction

Andrew Green is an award-winning writer, poet, and gifted teacher whose work has appeared in
The New York Times, Vermont Life, Yankee Magazine and numerous other publications. He is hired
by hundreds of schools across New England to lead his workshops where he motivates and inspires
students of all ages to be better writers and to develop a love for the written word. Green is the
founder of Potato Hill Poetry and directs their Summer Creative Writing Program.
His work has been supported and funded by The Massachusetts Cultural Council on the Arts and
the Vermont Arts Council.
University of Vermont. BS. Education. 1985.
Middlebury College, Bread Loaf School of English. M.A. English.1993.

Based in Natick. 45, 60, and 90-minute sessions available.
Call: 508-272-1999 or Email: info@potatohill.com - References upon request.

